Mining

DIGGING
DEEPER
China’s demand for metals and minerals
has transformed the global mining industry.
George W. Russell reports on the relentless
expansion of Chinese mining companies at
home and around the world

F

rom Australia to Zimbabwe,
Chinese mining companies
are carving up all corners
of the world. The country’s
near-insatiable need for metals and minerals has shifted the balance of the
global resources market and has given a lucrative boost to accounting firms who can give
these companies advice on expansion and
mergers and acquisitions.
“China's demand for metals and other resources has certainly changed the investment
dynamics of the mining industry,” says Robin
Tsui, a Hong Kong Institute of CPAs member
who is a metals and mining equities analyst
at Bank of China International in Hong Kong.
“About 40 to 45 percent of the world's metals
consumption is from China.”
The profits of Chinese mining giants
have soared. In January, China Minmetals
Corporation recorded a 98.5 percent profits
increase to 12.77 billion yuan from 2010 to
2011. Profits of the mainland ferrous metals
mining sector surged 53 percent last year,
compared with an average industrial profits increase of 25.4 percent, according to the
National Bureau of Statistics. China's mining industry looks set to post average annual
growth of 9.1 percent in real terms during
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the country's 12th five-year plan, which runs
from 2011 to 2015.
The China effect has been a boon for multinational mining companies too. Last August,
the world's largest mining company, BHP Billiton, headquartered in Melbourne, Australia,
reported record-breaking profits of more than
US$31 billion.
In February, Anglo American announced
record profits of US$11.1 billion for 2011, 14
percent more than the previous year. “We expect sustained growth in the emerging economies, notably in China and India, which will
underpin robust demand for commodities,”
chief executive Cynthia Carroll told media.

Living off the land
While China’s mining interests in developing
nations such as Africa and South America have
been headline news, the country's mining
boom has benefited developed nations too.
It has helped Australia largely avoid the
pain of the global financial crisis that began in 2008, while Canada and the United
States have also reaped benefits from Chinese investments in domestic resource-related assets.
Demand from China and other emerging
economies has even revitalized the mining
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A Chinese miner unloads coal from a train in Hefei, in eastern China’s Anhui province. 		
China still relies on coal-generated power for 79 percent of its electricity needs.
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industry in countries where it had all but
died out. Investors have kick-started projects that will explore potash deposits under
the North Yorkshire Moors in the United
Kingdom and iron ore in the Bergslagen area
near Stockholm, Sweden’s capital.
“Growth… will be led by bauxite, copper,
tin and gold production,” says Rob Scott, a director of China BlueSky Ventures, a private
equity group in Shanghai that invests in mining operations in China and Mongolia. Iron
ore production is also being led by Chinese
demand. Tito Martins, chief financial officer of
Vale, the Brazilian miner that leads the world
in iron ore production, said in February that increased Chinese demand will offset the pricedampening effect of growing global stockpiles.
Mineral production is also likely to soar,
say analysts. “Chinese coal companies have
phenomenal growth prospects, driven by
rapid growth in demand,” says Simon Francis, head of China research at Samsung Securities in Hong Kong.
The five-year plan calls for a reduced dependence on coal but that’s unlikely to have
an immediate effect. “The commodity remains the backbone of the country’s energy
supply, accounting for 79 percent of power
generation,” says Daniel Kang, head of Asia-
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Pacific metals and mining equities research
at JP Morgan in Hong Kong.

State-backed companies, such as Minmetals Resources and China Gold International Resources, which are both listed
Hunting grounds
in Hong Kong, have been set up by the govMany Chinese mining companies are ven- ernment with the sole purpose of acquiring
turing overseas for the first time, and look- overseas projects.
ing to accounting firms to ease their progress
The march of Chinese mining companies
through a multitude of obstacles, be they fi- abroad has not always been welcomed. Lanancial, regulatory or cultural.
bour organizations, for example, have long
“We’ve noticed an increasing trend of M&A had reservations about the way Chinese
activity overseas by Chinese mining com- mining companies operate.
panies,” says Daniel Lin, managing partner
A recent survey of miners in the Congo by
of Grant Thornton Jingdu Tianhua in Hong Rights and Accountability in Development,
Kong and an Institute member. “We have been a British human rights group, rated Chinese
working on many cross-border assignments companies as having the worst pay and laand will expect more in the future.”
bour conditions. “Congolese workers [gave]
KPMG is also working with Chinese mining candid accounts of the indignities, harasscompanies on the M&A trail. “In recent years, ment, threats and abuse that they endure on
Chinese resource companies have become cash- a daily basis,” said Samentha Goethals, one
rich and resource-hungry,” says Melvin Guen, of the group's field researchers.
head of the mining sector at KPMG China in
Meanwhile, foreign governments have
Beijing and an Institute member. “When these thrown up more barriers to entry.
two factors combine, they will try to use that
In 2009, the Australian government preavailable cash to acquire overseas properties.” vented state-owned China Minmetals CorThe global financial crisis has created de- poration from buying OZ Minerals, a gold
sirable targets. “Since 2008, in terms of over- and copper miner, citing national security
seas properties, not only has the monetary considerations.
amount become cheaper, but also they are
The real reasons were political, says Clemmore available,” says Guen.
ent Chan, managing partner at BDO and a vice
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1. Workers ready equipment
at an automated coal mining
operation in Australia's
Hunter Valley. China's
demand for Australia's raw
materials was one reason
why the country didn't fall
into recession after the 2008
financial crisis.
2. Chinese miners prepare to
start work at a coal mine in
Xi'an, in northern China’s
Shaanxi province.
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3. A Chinese and two
Congolese workers build
a section of the new road
between Brazzaville and
Pointe Noire in the Congo,
one of many infrastructurefor-minerals deals between
the two countries.
Right: Iron ore workers are
transported in Chennai,
India. The nation is the
third-biggest supplier of
the commodity to China.

president of the Institute. “Understandably,
the natural resources industry is commonly
a protected industry in many jurisdictions because of its finite supply,” he says.
The nervous jitters of foreign governments
are inevitable, say observers, considering
how quickly Chinese mining companies are
getting footholds. “Chinese companies are
undertaking large investments in Australia
companies, from holdings of 15 percent up to
100 percent,” says Bruce Gordon, a partner at
the PKF accounting firm in Sydney.
Lin says that government intervention in
the mining sector has increased. “With global demand creating high commodity prices,
government taxes, royalties and other sector-targeted revenue-boosting measures are
on the rise, particularly in Asia.”
A recent Grant Thornton report highlights the three main types of government
intervention facing mining companies:
• Taxation: Mining companies operating
in Australia are seeing new federal taxes, while Peru plans to negotiate a new
windfall levy.
• Nationalization: South Africa’s ruling party is debating whether to increase the level
of state participation, while similar moves
are afoot in Namibia and Zimbabwe.

• E
 nvironment: Australia, Canada and
But accounting firms say international comNew Zealand have delayed or forced the panies have a place in the mainland, where
abandonment of projects by applying they can apply superior know-how. “A mine
stricter environmental rules.
considered exhausted by a Chinese company
might be acquired by an international company
Miners seem to be taking the shifting that applies new technology so production can
regulations in stride. “The rules are always be restarted,” says Ken Su, China mining leader
changing globally,” says Stephen Brown, at PricewaterhouseCoopers in Hong Kong.
director of corporate affairs at Noble Group,
China’s miners may be digging like never
a Hong Kong-listed minerals extractor and before, but a possible economic slowdown in the
trader. “As long as new regulations are fair mainland may throw a spanner in the works.
to all the players in a market, we just get on Coal and aluminium producers are already feelwith our business.”
ing faltering prices. “We believe that the overall financial outlook in 2012-13 will not be as
Protecting home turf
good as 2011-12 for overall mining operations
While happy to let its mining companies and Chinese demand will decline,” says Koon
venture overseas, the mainland government San Jong, an Institute fellow who is chief execstrictly guards its own resources against utive of Refractory Metals Mining Company,
foreign exploitation. “The government has a Hong Kong consultancy that analyses ores
put most of the desirable resources on its re- and advises on mining projects.
stricted investment list,” notes Peter Markey,
However, analysts say, as long as China's
China mining leader at Ernst & Young in Bei- gross domestic product growth remains over
jing, with the result being that it is less than 8 percent in the near term, they expect unconducive for foreign investors to buy into derlying consumption of metals to remain
mineral resources in China. In 2010, Anglo solid. “We expect that only a significant slowAmerican exited its coal ventures in Shaanxi down in China’s economic growth would
province, while BHP Billiton sold its stake in have a material impact on metals demand in
the Lanping lead and zinc projects in Yunnan the near term,” says Tsui at Bank of China Inprovince.
ternational.
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